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Abstract 

This paper seeks out to explore different test designs of a reader comprehension test for 

people with intellectual disability (ID) to better understand reading processes and what future 

text simplification software should focus on. A theoretical background in cognitive science is 

presented, with theories of mental processes involved in reading comprehension. The paper 

consists of two pilot studies with a total of three high school students with ID that each 

completed a questionnaire with lexical- and sentence-oriented questions. Both quantitative 

data from the questionnaire answers and qualitative data from reflection, observation and 

interviewing was collected. Based on these data, the questionnaire was modified after the 

first pilot and discussed after both pilots. The results and discussion do not conclude any fixed 

solutions or complete test design, but presents less effective design options and underline 

problems with meta cognitive reflection in tests on individuals with ID. Further scientific 

exploration in the area is required.  

Keywords: Intellectual disability (ID) – reading comprehension – text simplification – meta 
cognitive reflection 
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Introduction 

Reading is an essential tool for both learning during education and understanding information 

in everyday life. Although our digital society provides means of receiving information in forms 

of auditive and visual media (video and animation), the information presented in text seems 

to be nothing we can completely substitute, and maybe never will. Reading and understanding 

the printed word is therefore still an important part of life. To fully comprehend a text, it is 

suggested that a person should be able to understand 95% of the content words of a text 

(Paris, 2005). This creates problems for people with low word knowledge, which often have 

disabilities affecting reading. Struggling readers are prone to miss everyday information 

presented digitally through smartphones or presented physically in public areas and tend to 

develop frustration and anxiety in connection to reading (Dudley, 2005). In an effort of 

ensuring reading comprehension for the heterogeneous population there has been a growing 

interest in test simplification software. Due to the varying reading difficulties and abilities, 

depending on the individual, it is challenging to create a text simplification method applicable 

for everyone. This project focus on adolescents with ID (intellectual disability) and how 

different types of text adaptation methods can facilitate reading comprehension.     

Research in text simplification for individuals with ID is an area few studies has examined to 

this point. The aim of this study is to create a test that can be used to analyze text 

simplification principles based on reading behaviors of individuals with ID. This will be based 

on self-reported comprehension where test subjects to explain what they understand and 

prefer to strengthen reading comprehension. Such a test, can be used to evaluate automatic 

text simplification on subjects with ID. Hence, there is the necessity for creating this test and 

to ensure that it can be understood and performed by adolescents with ID. This paper will 

discuss some theoretical principles behind reading comprehension, intellectual disability, and 

text simplification and with a qualitative method explore the design of an ID reading 

comprehension preference test. The research question is: how can we examine self-reported 

comprehension and textual preferences in adolescents with ID? 
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Theoretical background 

Reading comprehension in cognitive science 

The early cognitive and psychological theories about reading comprehension focused mostly 

on memory processing and how readers internal representations of a text differed from the 

textual representation of the text (Lorch & Broek, 1997). It was not until the 70’s that the 

scientific area began focusing on integrating theories about decoding and linguistic processes. 

To fully understand reading comprehension, the process of reading must be considered and 

not just the derived understanding that occurs first after reading (Broek, Helder, & Karlsson, 

2014). Successful reading comprehension emerges as correct cognitive processes are carried 

out step by step whilst reading. This study reviews the theoretical background of reading 

comprehension. 

An important definition of reading comprehension is expressed as the product of decoding 

(word identification and phonological understanding) and linguistic comprehension 

(understanding text content and language structures) (Hoover & Gough, 1990). This concept 

is called the Simple View of Reading and highlights the symbiotic nature of linguistic 

comprehension and decoding, and how both are required for an overall successful reading 

comprehension.  

Another theory about reading comprehension states that the reading comprehension is 

almost entirely dictated by the lexical knowledge of words. This theory, called the lexical 

quality hypotheses, argues that individuals with higher quality knowledge of words, (defining 

the orthography, phonology and semantics of a given word) is more likely going to 

comprehend a text better than an individual with lower quality knowledge of words (Perfetti 

& Hart, 2002). Furthermore, Perfetti and Hart argues that the substitution of less frequent 

words with more frequent words aids reading comprehension for both high skilled and low 

skilled readers. For text simplification this means that replacing difficult words with simpler 

synonyms should be sufficient for repairing reading comprehension. 

The theories of the simple view of reading and the lexical quality hypothesis are quite specific 

and does not describe the width of processes present in reading comprehension. In an 

attempt of including the width of reading theories, Perfetti and Stafura (2014) presented a 

general reading systems framework. This framework is defined as: the knowledge behind 
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reading ability (linguistic, orthographic, and general knowledge), reading process (decoding 

and understanding content of sentences) and the connection between these processes and 

other cognitive systems (such as memory and perception). Reading comprehension difficulties 

can be identified in specific subparts of the framework and the framework show how these 

subparts affect the level of comprehension.   

Methods of testing reading comprehension often revolves around asking questions about the 

content of the text, either by asking for literal or inferential content (Arfe, Mason, & Fajardo, 

2018). Literal questions refer to questions which can be answered by the information explicitly 

stated in the text. Questions that require deeper contextual understanding and inference to 

answer, are called inferential questions, and are often more difficult for struggling readers to 

answer. One of many explanations to this is that struggling readers often lack the sufficient 

prior knowledge to infer implicit information while reading. An example of an inferential 

question could be to describe a relationship between two characters in a text as good or bad, 

provided that it is never explicitly mentioned. Hence, one method of simplifying text is not just 

by replacing difficult words with more common synonyms, but also changing structure and 

expanding information that is not explicitly being mentioned.  

Reading for individuals with ID 

The American Association on Intellectual and Development Disabilities defines ID as 

(Definition of Intellectual Disability, retrivied: 2021): 

“Intellectual disability is a disability characterized by significant limitations in both intellectual 

functioning and in adaptive behavior, which covers many everyday social and practical skills. This 

disability originates before the age of 22.” 

ID is recognized by measuring IQ score (often lower than 70-75 IQ) or by identifying difficulties 

with some cognitive abilities. Reading comprehension skills in individuals with ID varies 

depending on impaired level of the other literacy abilities. People with ID seems to be going 

through the same development in reading as typical children do at a low age (Wingerden, 

Segers, Balkom, & Verhoeven, 2016). However, they tend to develop in decoding at a slower 

rate compared to typical readers (Wingerden, Segers, Balkom, & Verhoeven, 2014).  In some 

individuals with ID, the decoding skills can be learned to an extent where lower-level reading 

comprehension does not differ significantly from typical readers. However, the higher-level 
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reading comprehension, involving the contextualizing of abstract words and sentences, is 

always impaired in children with ID compared to typical readers. Lower syntactic and 

morphological ability in individuals with ID, is also more likely to be connected to late 

development and should be regarded in perspective of the subject’s mental age (Koizumi, 

Saito, & Kojima, 2019).    

Delayed development of decoding is one factor that affects reading skills. However, lowered 

decoding skill is not linked to level of general intelligence, but rather linked to weaker 

phonological working memory (Conners, Atwell, Rosenquist, & Sligh, 2001). For people with 

ID, reading becomes dependent on refreshing and rehearsing of phonological strings in the 

working memory. Thus, impaired working memory affects decoding skills which also affects 

reading skills. Level of phonological awareness, the ability to manipulate segment of speech, 

has also been shown to affect reading skills for students with ID (Barker, Sevcik, Morris, & 

Romski, 2013). In views of the lexical quality hypothesis individuals with ID often possess both 

lower lexical decoding skills and smaller mental lexicon, which could affect reading (Fajardo, 

o.a., 2014).  

Investigating reading comprehension in individuals with ID 

Investigating reading comprehension in a specific target group, in this case subjects with ID, 

include a couple of considerable challenges to the research. One is focusing on the experience 

of people with ID and studying them in a collaborative manner, instead of studying the 

subjects (Knox, Mok, & Parmenter, 2000). Since individuals with ID are the target group, they 

should also be considered the experts of their domain, providing information from a personal 

perspective. But qualitative research with people with ID is complicated and difficulties can 

sometimes be attributed to aspects of the individual instead of problems with the methods. 

Interview based research before the 80s on people with ID tended to attribute errors on the 

interviewee instead of reevaluating the interview approach (Hollomotz, 2018). Therefore, is it 

important to focus on an inclusive research method and work with aiding the subject 

throughout the test. It is also important to create a trustful relation during interviews and not 

to ask questions that are too complicated or require time pressured responses (Llewellyn, 

1995).  
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This study will investigate reading comprehension by comparing selection of textual 

alternatives and examine which underlying reasons result in these selections. As mentioned 

above, these underlying reasons can only be expressed by the person with ID and is best 

carried out through a qualitative approach. But to understand experienced difficulty in people 

with ID through qualitative investigation requires the subject to engage in metacognitive and 

self-reflective reasoning. An intellectual disabled adolescents’ metacognitive ability is 

comparatively on the level of a typical developing child in the ages of seven to nine. With that 

being said, self-reflection is often affected by factors such as feeling of difficulty, unfamiliarity 

with a task and external negative emotions (Pennequin, Igier, Pivry, & Gaschet, 2021). Evoking 

metacognitive reflection may become difficult but is necessary to understand the thought 

behind a selection. So even though some quantitative data will be collected through the study, 

the main research approach will be qualitative on semi-structured interviews.  

Text simplification 

Text simplification is an area within the field of nature language processing (NLP) and refers 

to the automatic or manual processes of altering text content and structure to aid language 

understanding (Shardlow, 2014). A text can both be simplified in readability, how easy the text 

is to decode, and understandability, how easy the text is understood (Rello, Baeza-Yates, 

Dempere-Marco, & Saggion, 2013). For instance, one study found that there is improved 

readability for students with dyslexia when a text has high-frequent words and improved 

understandability when the words generally are shorter. Indeed, this study shows how text 

simplification can be used as a tool to aid people with reading problems. A similar text 

simplification study has been carried out with children as target group with somewhat 

promising results (Belder & Moens, 2010). However, there has not been much research 

carried out on text simplification focused on individuals with ID, other than studies exploring 

connectives and possible simplification tools in relation to individuals with ID (Fajardo, 

Tavares, Ávila, & Ferrer, 2013) (Chen, o.a., 2017).   

The difficulty of a text depends, amongst other factors, on text characteristics which is defined 

by the perceived and actual difficulty (Leroy, Endicott, Kauchak, Mouradi, & Just, 2013). 

Perceived difficulty is expressed by the words and their part of speech tag, which becomes 

more difficult if, for instance, a text has many low frequency words, few verb phrases, and 

verbs. The perceived difficulty can be analyzed by for example, having the participants rate a 
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word’s difficulty on a five-point scale (Leroy & Kauchak, 2014). Actual difficulty depends to the 

underlying and overarching attributes of a text such as topic, composition, the readers 

knowledge, and the contained information. This study is testing the perceived difficulty of 

words, part of sentences or whole sentences and does not examine the actual difficulty.   

A traditional way of testing the effect of text simplification is by measuring differences in 

reading comprehension between an original text and a simplified text. To understand what 

type of simplification that can constitute better reading comprehension it is first necessary to 

explore what rules to base the simplification on. In this study the text simplification rules will 

be explored through words and sentences, not snippets or longer text segments. This will be 

carried out manually and with support of some automatic text simplification. Testing synonym 

replacement on difficult words and applying rules for semantic simplification has been done 

and proven effective (Aluisio, Specia, Gasperin, & Scarton, 2010) (Keskisärkkä, 2012) (Kandula, 

Curtis, & Zeng-Treitler, 2010).  The idea is that this could provide useful insight into defining 

and testing existing rules of a text simplification software.  

The text simplification software partially used throughout this project is based on a previous 

paper that uses a simplification called StilLett (Falkenjack, Rennes, Fahlborg, Johansson, & 

Jönsson, 2017). Based on StilLett some modifications were made before this study to improve 

some errors in output. This paper will not discuss the technical aspect any further, more 

information about the model can be found in the original paper.  

Method 

Background 

Since there has been little research on how to evaluate Swedish text simplification software 

with user-based testing, this test has been developed with the purpose of exploring what such 

a test could look like. A goal with the test is to find out how it could be generalized to test a 

larger number of subjects. This requires the test to be adapted to individuals with ID. Findings 

from an ethnographic study on surveys aimed towards people with autism and intellectual 

disability presents seven important aspects to consider when designing a survey  (Nicolaidis, 

o.a., 2020). Some of these could not be included in this design since they contradict the aim 

of the test. For example, not using “complex sentence structure, confusing grammar, or 

incomplete phrases” is inevitable when presenting two options during the test, one being the 
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original sentence, the other one being a simplified example. However, avoiding imprecise 

response options and confusing phrasing when presenting a question, can still be carried out. 

Also, decreasing anxiety levels by providing options of continuing without choosing an answer 

alternative if the question is perceived as too difficult.  

The test is also inspired by insights and methods defined by the Swedish organization called 

Begripsam during their project on Understandable Text (begriplig text) (Johansson S. , 2019). 

During this project they developed an application called Compair that presents two 

alternatives against each other and instructs the subject to choose the most meaningful 

alternative. The thought behind comparing alternatives to each other is to create a joyful test 

experience and minimize workload. This project also discusses the importance of applying a 

qualitative method to understand the correct goals and using a developed prototype to aid 

user reflection.  

Design 

The study consisted of two iterations of a pilot test, the first iteration being an explorative test 

and the second being an additional test based on the insights gathered from the first test. 

Both tests were materially and procedure wise carried out in the same way and only differing 

in test content and participants. The test consisted of a survey with at total of 45 questions, 

25 were lexical oriented questions, 20 were sentence oriented questions. Five of the lexical 

questions were towards and paraphrases of the words. When making the survey, an online 

software called PsyToolkit was used (Stoet, 2010, 2017).  

Data 

The data for the survey was constructed in a similar manner as a study on text simplification 

to support reading comprehension for children, where both operations such as splitting of 

sentences and lexical simplification were carried out (Belder & Moens, 2010). Lexical 

simplification can both refer to substitution of difficult words and paraphrasing. For this study, 

all questions were based on sentence data gathered from a Swedish geography book for 

students in classes seven through nine in elementary school. For the word part of the test, 

data was handpicked from the results of an automatized data collection, that identified less 

frequent words based on a corpus from the Swedish national language bank (nationella 

språkbanken). After a difficult word was identified, the sentence which the word was a part 
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of was also documented to provide context of meaning for each word. Each difficult word was 

checked for synonyms in a database called Folkets synonymlexikon Synlex that displays how 

much two synonyms relate to each other in meaning (Kann, edited: 2020). Folkets 

synonymlexikon is based on over 250000 answers, all graded with a value between 0-5, where 

close to zero is a low synonymity and close to five is a high synonymity. Not all words had 

synonyms in the lexicon and thus those words were ascribed synonyms from synonymer.se, a 

Swedish database of synonyms without information about synonymity. Synonyms from this 

website were selected manually with personal consideration. Each word was also 

automatically checked for potential taxonomical superordinate or subordinate words based 

on data from spraakbanken.gu.se. Superordinate words are often more general and abstract 

than the original word, while subordinate words are often more specific and explicit than the 

original word (Ungerer & Schmid, 2006). Lastly, all collected words and synonyms were noted 

with a usage frequency gathered from the corpus SUC 3.0 (Stockholm-Umeå-korpus 3.0), a 

Swedish corpus consisting of 1 66 593 tokens and 74 245 sentences (SUC 3.0, viewed: 2021). 

All of this was gathered in an Excel-file with token length and part of speech tag for each word 

(Appendix 1).  

Collecting data for the paraphrasing questions were carried out in a similar manner as the 

word data during the process of identifying difficult words. As opposed to the word data, the 

paraphrase words were always a conjunction of two words. This made it easier to create a 

paraphrase by splitting the word and using a descriptive phrase to describe the original word. 

For example, the Swedish word luftföroreningar, which is translated to air pollution, is a 

conjunction of the words luft (air) and föroreningar (pollution). This word can be paraphrased 

as föroreningar av luft, which translates as pollution of air. Since there is no database for this, 

similar to those for synonyms, this had to be carried out manually with personal consideration. 

This was also collected and stored in a separate Excel-file (Appendix 1). 

When collecting sentence data through StilLett to identify sentences and modify them based 

on a set of rules summarized in a paper based on the method of Rennes (2015) (Johansson V. 

, 2017)(Figure 1). Out of 20 modified sentences, six of them were based on the P2A (passive-

to-active) rule, five were based on the SWO (straight word order). Since the StilLett is not 

finished, there were some modifications done to the sentences, mostly grammatical and 

structural. The remaining nine sentences were modified by rules of splitting a sentence into 
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two more sentences. These nine rules consisted of three SPLIT-k (splitting for subordinating 

and coordinating conjunctions), three SPLIT-r (splitting for relative clauses), and three SPLIT-a 

(splitting by an apposition). For these three rules the software was triggered on the part of a 

sentence where the split should be done but unable to perform the correct modification 

result. Therefore, the sentence split modifications were carried out manually based on the 

software’s triggers. These were collected and stored in a separate Excel-file (Appendix 1).   

 

Figure 1. Shows the different rules of sentence simplification. 
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The first test 

The questionnaire 

In order to test what types of questions that would best fit for a finished test in the future, 

this test consisted of different question designs. Different structures were discussed when 

creating the test in effort to both establish understanding and advocate self-reflection in the 

subject.  

The word part of the test was divided into four different question designs with five questions 

for each design. All questions required operation of either replacing an original word or 

keeping it. Each question consisted of a short text snippet to lower the perceived difficulty 

(Leroy, Endicott, Kauchak, Mouradi, & Just, 2013). The first five questions presented a 

sentence with the selected difficult word highlighted in blue with three alternatives below 

(Appendix 2). Two of the alternatives were possible synonyms and the third alternative was 

keeping the original word. Participants were verbally asked to choose the least difficult word 

alternative. Upon selecting an alternative, the following question displayed a prompt asking 

the subject to explain the word out loud.  

The second group of five questions had the same design as the previously mentioned layout, 

but with the question is this word difficult? at the top of the page and with the alternatives 

yes and no, instead of possible synonyms (Appendix 2). Answering yes brought the subject to 

a follow up page with a prompt asking if there is an easier alternative to the original word, 

also providing three alternatives beneath. Two of the alternatives were synonyms and one 

was giving the option of selecting none of the alternatives. If one of the two synonyms were 

selected a follow up prompt encouraged the subject to explain the word out loud. The same 

follow up prompt was presented, but asking for an explanation of the original word, if the 

subject answered no on the first page.  

Next part of five questions asked the subject to fill in a word gap of a sentence (which word 

do you think fits in the gap?). A sentence was presented with the selected difficult word 

replaced by an empty lined gap, followed by answer alternatives (Appendix 2). One of the 

alternatives being the actual word of the sentence, followed by alternatives being synonyms. 

Upon choosing one of the alternatives, the subject was asked to explain the word out loud. 
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The last answer alternative was selecting none of the alternatives, stating that no word fits in 

the gap. This directs the subject directly to the next question.  

For the last part of five questions, the layout consisted of a question requesting the user to 

choose the easiest word, but this time, with no example sentence. Instead, the answering 

alternatives were each a sentence with the manipulated word highlighted in blue (Appendix 

2). One of these alternatives was the original sentence and the others the same sentence but 

with a synonym to the difficult word highlighted in blue instead. As with the other parts, when 

choosing an alternative, the subject was directed to a prompt asking them to explain the 

highlighted word out loud. The subject was also presented with an answer alternative to 

continue without choosing an alternative, thus directly jumping to the next question.  

All the questions for the sentence part had the same design. They consisted of a question 

asking the subject to choose the easiest sentence and was followed by three answering 

alternatives, one being the manipulated sentence, one being the original sentence and the 

last continuing without choosing an alternative (Appendix 2). Which one of the two sentences 

that was presented as the first/upper alternative was randomized for each question. This 

randomization was implemented to make sure that the subject did not just choose the same 

alternative by order for every questions. When choosing the alternative of continuing without 

taking a stance, this would bring them directly to the next sentence question. However, if a 

subject selected one of the sentence alternatives, they were then directed to a page where 

they could rate the simplicity of the chosen sentence on a scale from one (being a little easy) 

to seven (being very easy). After rating the sentence there is a last page that invites the subject 

to reflect on the sentence and doing this out loud. This layout goes on throughout all 20 

sentence questions. 

The last part of the test consists of five questions about paragraphing. Although also being 

lexical oriented as the synonym part, the paragraph questions were separated from the word 

questions to look for potential different effects. Much like the sentence questions, the subject 

was asked to choose the simplest of two alternatives and was provided with an alternative of 

continuing without choosing. Each question had an alternative in form of a sentence with the 

potential difficult word highlighted in bold text and a second alternative being the same 

sentence but with the difficult word paraphrased, also highlighted in bold (Appendix 2). If the 

subject chooses the sentence alternative with a word or the alternative with a paraphrase, 
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the next screen asks the subject to explain out loud the word or the paraphrase, depending 

on what has been chosen. Choosing the alternative of continuing without selecting either of 

the alternatives directs the subject to the next question.  

Participants 

Two participants agreed to do take part of the first test. Both were over 18 years old males 

and were studying their fourth year of the special class in nature and social sciences program 

at a high school in a large Swedish city. The first participant (P1) reported sufficient reading 

skills and the second participant (P2) reported having difficulty with reading and being a slow 

reader, thus requiring someone to read out loud.  

Both participants were informed about management of the test data and their right to end 

the test or withdraw their participation at any given time. Before starting the test both 

participants reported consent of receiving information about data collection and 

participation, orally and by checking in a box in the test. The participants parents were 

informed about their participation. One teacher was also present throughout the whole test 

and helped P2 with reading.  

Procedure 

The study was carried out in a secluded quiet room at the school with only a computer present, 

requiring nothing else than internet connection. Each participant got to state their name, 

gender, age, year of class and level of reading skill. After having received information about 

data collection and about the test, the subject was asked to begin the test. Throughout the 

test, notes on the reflective questions were gathered with a paper and pen. After each of the 

three mayor test parts the subject was asked a couple of questions in a semi structural 

manner. They were asked questions about attitude towards the specific part of the test, if any 

aspect of the test was more difficult or if any aspect was more appealing. These questions 

were not scripted since understanding and social skills varies between different individuals 

with ID. At the end of the test, each subject was asked to reflect on the test as a whole and if 

any parts where more difficult than others. They were also asked to share any other reflections 

about the test. When everything was done the participant was thanked and returned to class. 
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Data collection 

All data was automatically stored with PsyToolkit and later put and processed in a Excel-file. 

The notes collected on paper were reprocessed in a computer document and restructured for 

easier reading.  

Results 

Quantitative data 

The quantitative results from the word part of the test show that both participants answered 

all the questions. P1 choose the first alternative 30% of the time, the second alternative 45% 

of the time, the third alternative 25% of the time and the fourth alternative 0% of the time. 

P2 choose the first alternative 30% of the time, the second alternative 35% of the time, the 

third alternative 30% of the time and the fourth alternative 5% of the time. This indicates that 

there was no bias towards choosing a specific alternative for every question (expect the fourth 

alternative which was the option of continuing without choosing an alternative).   

On average, P1 choose a higher number of original words and choose generally less frequent 

words (Table 1). Both participants choose somewhat equally long words and only choose 

superordinate or subordinate alternatives 10% of the time.    

Table 1. Data showing results from word-part of the test. Average word frequency occurrence (from SUC 3.0) show that P2 
generally chose twice as common words than P1. P1 also chose the original word more often than P2. Synonymity is scored 

on a scale from 1-5, where most words are labeled with three or higher, which makes 3 and 3,7 not that different. 

  P1 P2 
average word frequency 5,02 10,18 
average synonymity 3 3,7 
%words original 75% 52,63% 
superordinate 5% 10% 
subordinate 5% 0% 
average word lenght 8,75 9,05 

 

50% of the questions (ten questions) where answered with the same alternative for both 

participants. For word part 2, with possibility of replacing current word in sentence, P1 kept 

100% (five words) of the words and P2 kept 60% (three words) of the words. Only one time 

was the alternative of continuing without choosing a word carried out, which was during P2s 

word part 3.  
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The quantitative results from the sentence part of the test show that both participants 

answered all the questions. P1 choose the modified sentence 65% of the time, the original 

sentence 35% of the time and had a mean value of 4,95 on attitude towards difficulty of 

sentence (seven being very easy and one being very difficult) (Figure 2). P2 choose the 

modified sentence 20% of the time, the original 80% of the time and had a mean value of 5,45 

on attitude towards difficulty of sentence. P1 choose the first order alternative 40% of the 

time and the second order alternative 60% of the time. P2 choose the first order alternative 

50% of the time and the second order alternative 50% of the time. This shows no bias of 

choosing one order alternative over the other, thus making the difference in answers between 

participants depend on preference of modified or original sentences. None of the participants 

choose the alternative of continuing without choosing a sentence.   

 

 

Figure 2. Data showing results from sentence-question part of test. The two upper graphs show percentage of chosen 
sentences that were modified and original for both P1 (to the left) and P2 (to the right). The lower graphs show percentage 

of chosen alternatives order for both P1 (to the left) and P2 (to the right). Order does not seem to be relevant to if the 
participant chooses a modified or an original alternative more.    

The quantitative results from the paraphrase part of the test show that both participants 

answered all the questions. P1 choose the modified alternative 20% of the time and the 

original alternative 80% of the time (Table 2). P2 choose the modified alternative 60% of the 

time and the original alternative 40% of the time. P1 answered 40% of the questions by 

choosing the first alternative, 60% by choosing the second, and P2 answered 100% of the 

questions by choosing the second alternative. Since this part only contained five question it’s 
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difficult to speculate if there is a bias towards choosing the second alternative. None of the 

participants choose the alternative of continuing without answering.  

Table 2. Data showing results from paragraph-part of test. Upper table show chosen type and lower table shows type of 
input.  

parafras     
Fråga  T1 T2 
Q1 original modified 
Q2 modified modified 
Q3 original original 
Q4 original original 
Q5 original modified 
     
Fråga  T1 T2 
Q1 1 2 
Q2 2 2 
Q3 2 2 
Q4 2 2 
Q5 1 2 

 

 

Qualitative data 

During the test P1 expressed good confidence, did not ask for any help and did not express 

any overall opinion about the test. When asked to compare the different parts of the test, P1 

had nothing to add besides that the sentence part required a bit more concentration.  

For the second participant P2 the test was more difficult. P2 was able to understand and 

answer all the questions but required help with reading. After the test P2 did not express any 

complaints about the test nor perceiving any difficulty. When asked to compare the different 

parts of the test, P2 reported that the sentence part required more concentration and that 

some questions contained too much text.  

Discussion 

Although the results are overall positive there are a couple of things worth discussing about 

the test. To begin with, thee screen that asked the subject to reflect on the question, for 

example “is the highlighted word difficult? (Explain out loud)”, was very ineffective. Most of 

the time it did not generate any reflection and those occasions that it did were often followed 

by a misunderstanding of the question. When asked to explain the chosen word for a question, 
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P1 tended to use one of the synonym alternatives from the question or paraphrasing the word. 

P2 seemed to have a difficult time answering the reflective questions, taking an extensive 

amount of time to answer, or just continuing without answering. After a couple of reflective 

questions, both participants were asked to skip those question.   

The results from the interview questions during and after the test show that none of the 

participants expressed difficulties with the tests. However, this may not be the case at all since 

completing the test itself is easy. The real question is whether the test was carried out in a 

way that that answers the research questions. For instance, P1 seamed shy and he may have 

focused more on performance which may have limited his ability to give feedback on the test. 

The reason for this inference is based on how P1 answered word part 2. During the second 

word part, P1 kept the original word for every question which was not the case during the 

other parts. This may be explained by the fact that word part 2 requires the subject to take a 

stance to whether the presented word is difficult or not before having alternatives presented 

and thus not being able to associate the word. Previous findings have shown that binary 

answering alternatives in questionnaires are not optimal since they often lead to compliant 

answers from subjects with ID (Stock, Davies, & Wehmeyer, 2004). But in this case, it seems 

to be the opposite, since both P1 and P2 reported a question being difficult at least one time 

each. P1 may have been opposed of explicitly admitting to a word being difficult. This could 

also be the reason why P1 never choose the alternative of continuing without answering a 

question, because that would be the same as admitting to not understanding the alternatives. 

But at the same time, it could just be that P1 experienced the test being easy. This is difficult 

to know since P1 was not very talkative during interviewing and reflection. It would have been 

interesting to have an alternative word in the presented sentence for a couple of the questions 

in word part 2, to see if the participant still would choose to keep each word. The most 

probable explanation could be that since there are no alternatives presented during the first 

screen it could be problematic to answer whether the word is difficult without being able to 

compare it with easier or more difficult alternatives. Indeed, the second word part could 

involve a too high workload, having a too complicated structure where the user first must 

compare a certain word to their own vocabulary and only when answering yes be provided 

with potential better alternatives.      
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A similar concern can be found in the answers that P2 provided during the sentence part of 

the test. During the screen where the subject was asked to rate the difficulty of a sentence on 

a scale from one (very difficult) to seven (very easy), P2 never answered below four. As with 

P1 during the word part, this could be a result of P2 experiencing the sentences as being easy. 

But it could also be the result of resisting to admit that a question is difficult. This became 

more evident when P2 was interviewed about the difficulty and answered that the test was 

easy because he managed to answer all the questions. This shows that P2s main goal was 

completing the test without failure, even though the test is impossible to fail and has no right 

or wrong answers. When P2 gave each sentence a score of four or higher, it could have been 

an answer to if the question were difficult to answer rather than if the sentence itself was 

difficult to understand. Having a rating is not optimal without asking any direct related 

questions to why the subject gives a certain score. 

When P1 and P2 was explicitly asked which of the answering formats they perceived as easiest 

they first did not answer. But when presented with each of the word parts structures, both 

were more positive to the “fill in the gap” structure in word part 3. At the beginning, P2 

seemed to have some problems with answering the questions in the first word part. No 

reflective answer was provided so it is difficult to answer what about the question structure 

of the first word part that was difficult. One explanation could be that it requires opposing the 

established status quo since the sentence is already complete and the subject is asked to 

modify it. Studies of compliance level for prefilled answers in questionnaires show different 

findings. But an effect of higher compliance when there is a correct prefilling has been found 

in a few studies on tax forms (MartinFochmann, Müller, & Overesch, 2021). Since none of the 

word alternatives are wrong and if the participant understands the presented word in the 

sentence, there could be lower incentive for the subject to choose an alternative word. 

Another explanation could be that answering questions with a word structure as in the first 

word part, could require too many cognitive operational steps. This could be represented as 

the subject first needs to read the sentence, focus on the highlighted word, read the 

alternatives, mentally put an alternative in the sentence, read the sentence again with the 

alternative word and compare it to the original sentence. Although some of these steps seem 

simple or redundant, they may be crucial for an individual with ID to correctly compare words. 

This is suggested when looking at the screen recording of P1 and following his mouse cursor 
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movement. It is observable that P1 moves the mouse cursor to help follow along during 

reading and doing so in a similar way as the operations are described to be carried out above. 

Thus, word part 1 may have a too difficult question structure.   

Lastly, further on the test should be carried out on subjects that do not require any reading 

help. This became evident during the sentence part with P2 when different splitting of 

sentences was not conveyed through listening to the alternatives. Worth mentioning is that 

although P2 had difficulties with reading, he was able to perform comparisons and necessary 

decoding of the alternatives once he had the text read to him. In other words, P2 was able to 

connect the audial information to correct textual information and then process the textual 

information without further help. This could of course affect the overall performance of the 

test in other ways, for example minimizing possible misunderstandings from failure of 

decoding complicated or unfamiliar words. But the most prominent case was with comparing 

alternatives of sentence split.  

The second test 

The questionnaire 

For the second test a couple of adjustments on the same questionnaire were made based on 

the insights from the first test. The beginning of the test consisted of a few questions about 

general information such as gender, age, school, level of studies, participant alias and 

confirmation of received information about consent (Appendix 3). This was done so that 

future test can more easily gather all general in the same place.  

Some parts of the first test were removed to isolate and better understand the positive 

perceived aspects of the test. As presented in the discussion of the first test both structures 

of word parts 1 and 2 were speculated to be more difficult than word parts 3 and 4. For this 

reason, both the structure with replacing a highlighted word and beginning with answering if 

a word is difficult or not before getting alternatives, was removed. Therefore, the 

questionnaire consisted of two word parts with ten questions each instead of four word parts 

with five questions each.  

Since there were some misunderstandings and issues with the reflective questions, these had 

to be change as well. In the previous test, subjects were asked to explain the chosen word in 

the word part, which did not initiate any meaningful reflection. Instead, this test asked the 
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participant to explain why they choose a specific word (Appendix 3). This in effort of creating 

reflection that revolves around comparing presented alternatives and gaining insight to why 

a subject feels that a certain word better fits the sentence context. The same adjustment was 

made for the paragraph part, asking participants to explain the selection rather than 

explaining the word or phrase. For the sentence part, the reflection question was changed 

from what did you think about the sentence to why did you choose said sentence. To reflect 

about feelings towards a sentence may be more abstract and complicated to answer than to 

motivate the thought behind choosing a sentence.  

The rating scale was also changed since the ratings of sentences showed skewed results, 

where sentences only received a four point or higher. Indeed, Likert-format scales tend to be 

misunderstood by individuals with ID and are therefore not very effective in these types of 

questionnaires (Stock, Davies, & Wehmeyer, 2004). Instead, the follow up screen presented a 

question asking if the sentence was difficult or not (Appendix 3). Rating a sentence on a scale 

from one to seven is more complex and less effective than providing a binary answer, even 

though, as discussed above, binary questions can result in acquiescent answers. 

More randomizations were also implemented. The order for all answering alternatives were 

randomized, for every part of the test, so that the original expression did not necessarily have 

to be first in the order. There was also a randomization of order between questions 

implemented. This was done so that the subject would not be able to expect upcoming 

questions and thus answer having to change processes between questions. A second reason 

was that the future questionnaire will most likely have to contain a randomization of questions 

to prevent confounding variables. Doing this in the pilot study can provide insight to if this 

establishes problems or not.  

Participants 

One participant agreed to take part of the second test. The participant was a 17-year-old 

female and a student of special class in nature and social science program at a high school in 

a large Swedish city. This participant (P3) reported good reading skills requiring no extra help. 

Before the test, the participant was informed about management of the test data ant their 

right to end the test or withdraw their participation at any given time. A consent form was 

signed, and the participants parents were informed about the test and their right to withdraw 

the participant from the test. The participant also checked the box in the beginning of the test, 
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declaring to understand and have received information about data collection and 

participation. 

Procedure 

The same procedure was carried out in this second part of the study. 

Data collection 

All data was automatically stored with PsyToolkit and later put and processed in a Excel-file. 

The notes collected on paper were reprocessed in a computer document and restructured for 

easier reading.  

Result 

Quantitative data 

The quantitative results from the word part of the test show that the participants answered 

all the questions. P3 choose the first alternative 55% of the time, the second alternative 35% 

of the time and the third alternative 10% of the time (Figure 3). This shows a slight bias 

towards choosing the first alternative. The answers alternatives consisted of 45% words from 

the original data, 15% of words from synonymer.se, 20% from folkets lexikon, 15% 

superordinate words, and 5% subordinate words. 

 

Figure 3. Left graph shows the distribution of input in percent. Right graph shows distribution for type of chosen word in 
percent. 

From the data on occurrence frequency in SUC 3.0, a relative frequency was calculated. The 

relative frequency had a mean value of 0,22 where values closer to 1 are considered words 

more frequent relative to their word alternatives (Figure 4). This contradicts the hypothesis of 
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the lexical quality hypothesis, where more frequent words should be preferred (Perfetti & 

Hart, 2002). 

 

Figure 4. A graph displaying relative frequency of a word’s occurrence, where closer to one is a relative more frequent used 
word and closer to zero is a relative less frequent used word. 

A graph over the relative word length was also plotted with a mean of 0,37, where values 

closer to one are considered longer words relative to their word alternatives (Figure 5). These 

results show that P3 is more likely to choose a shorter word than a longer word.  

 

Figure 5 graph displaying relative word length of a word, where closer to one is a relative longer word and closer to zero is a 
relative shorter word. 
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The qualitative results from the sentence part of the test show that the participant answered 

all the questions. P3 choose the modified sentence 40% of the time, the original sentence 35% 

of the time and continuing without choosing an alternative 30% of the time (Figure 6). P3 

choose the first order alternative 35% of the time, the second order alternative 35% of the 

time and the third order alternative 30% of the time.  

 

Figure 6. Left graph shows distribution over type of chosen sentence in percent. Right graph shows distribution over input 
type in percent. 

The answers from the binary questions about difficulty shows that 83% of the original 

sentences were considered easy and that 75% of the modified sentences were considered 

easy (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7. This graph displays how many of the chosen type sentence were considered easy in comparison of the total 
amount. 

The qualitative results from the paraphrase part of the test show that the participant 

answered all the questions. P3 choose the original alternative 60% of the time and the 

modified alternative 40% of the time (Figure 8). P3 answered 60% of the questions by choosing 
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the first alternative and 40% by choosing the second. None of the answers were choosing the 

alternative of continuing without answering.  

 

Figure 8. Left graph shows distribution over amount of chosen modified or original phrases in percent. Right graph shows 
distribution of input in percent.  

Qualitative data 

During the test P3 expressed good confidence, did not ask for any help and did not express 

any overall opinion about the test. P3 reported a mixed perceived difficulty of the test and 

that the word-oriented questions were easiest. The test was not perceived as too long, and 

the instructions were easy to follow according to P3. No further comments were added when 

P3 was asked if she had any own questions or thoughts about the test. 

Based on observations, the participant seamed to become bothered by too many reflective 

questions after a certain amount of time. This was most evident when P3 began progressing 

to the next screens without answering the present reflective questions. However, P3 did 

answer more reflective questions than both P1 and P2.  

Some of the reflection questions generated interesting results. For instance, asked why P3 

choose the word permanently to fill the gap in the sentence “There are no people ____ living 

in Antarctica, she answered “well, because nobody wants to live there”. Which indicates some 

sort of misunderstanding.  

The reflection from P3 during the sentence-oriented questions of the test were not as easy 

interpreted as for the word questions. For instance, P3 had difficulties motivating she choose 

one sentence over another. This was partly due to the self-answering expression of the 

reflection question presented after the selection of a sentence. Since the sentence question 

requests the subject to choose the easiest alternative, it becomes obvious that the answer to 
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the reflective question “why did you choose this sentence?” is “because it is the easiest 

question”.  This is exactly how P3 answered the questions.  

Discussion 

As the case with the first test, it is difficult to know if the results are as positive as they appear. 

Although the overall procedure of the second test was more refined and worked better with 

the participant, there are some aspects worth discussing. For instance, the increasing 

aggravation with the reflective questions parallel to test progression. P3 was more inclined to 

answer a larger number of reflective questions than both P1 and P2, which may have been a 

result of rephrasing the reflection questions after the first test. This positive effect was limited 

and P3 became notable distracted and irritated after a while. A potential solution is decreasing 

the number of reflective questions and spreading them out, so that they do not appear 

sequentially. 

It is interesting to note that there seem to be no clear correlation between word frequency 

and chosen word or word length and chosen word. There is too little participant data and too 

few alternatives to make a statistical statement of the result and therefore can the result only 

be speculated. The graphs would probably look differently if the total frequency and word 

length were the same for all questions. Analyzing the means of the two graphs show that P3 

generally preferred words with lower occurrence frequency and shorter word length. 

Choosing lower frequent words instead of more common words could depend on personal 

characteristic factors, such as vocabulary size and domain knowledge, which influences the 

perceived difficulty of a word or text (Leroy, Endicott, Kauchak, Mouradi, & Just, 2013).  

The selection of less frequent words could also be explained by the decoding of the word in 

each sentence context. According to the Reading Systems Framework, cognitive processes 

between semantical and lexical knowledges results in context specific word meaning during 

decoding (Perfetti & Stafura, 2014). This can be backed up by the misunderstanding, 

presented in the results, that occurred during P3s reflection on the question about people 

living on Antarctica, which was answered literally. Not explaining why she choose the specific 

word, could be interpreted as she being fully occupied with the meaning of the sentence and 

choosing the word best fitting the context. Even though P3 may have rated constantly or 

forever as easier alternatives than permanently, she could have chosen the more difficult 
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alternative because the context of the sentence prescribed meaning or understanding to the 

word. This is interesting since it highlights a problem with the lexical quality hypothesis which 

advocates substitution of less frequent words with more frequent words to aid reading 

comprehension (Perfetti & Hart, 2002). Although this still may be the case, it is necessarily not 

something that the reader itself would prefer or choose if given the alternative.  

The problem with ill-defined reflection questions during the sentence part of the test was 

temporarily resolved by asking more thorough questions, asking P3 why the chosen sentence 

was perceived easier than the other. This follow-up question did still not provide more 

nuanced answers. P3s two main motivations for choosing one sentence over another were 

“both are difficult sentences, but this one was a little bit easier” and “I choose the one that is 

most obvious”. It seems that selection of sentences is mainly carried out with intuition, which 

likely prevents any meaningful meta cognitive reflection. 

It is still unclear if different sentences are compared in the expected way. Highlighting 

modified components and changes with both bold and blue seem to have worked well in the 

word and paragraphing questions for both tests, since they have been interpreted in the 

correct way. The problem is that there is no such visual guidance for the sentence part. This 

becomes more problematic since visual guidance is shown to improve understanding in 

people with ID (Davies, Stock, & Wehmeyer, 2003). This is something that could be explored 

further, by for example highlighting punctuation for split sentences or putting rephrased part 

of sentences in bold. Of course, there is a risk that not the entire sentences are being 

compared, but only the modified parts. 

Conclusion and further work 

This study has explored a potential test design for evaluating text difficulty on a word- and 

sentence-level, specifically for individuals with ID. Developing such a test could lead to further 

understanding of reading comprehension and potential automated aids. Some scientific 

background has been provided and has highlighted the lack of research on ID and reading 

comprehension. By applying a qualitative research method, this paper has provided 

knowledge in test design preferences and perceived text difficulty with ID adolescents as 

target group. Although the results and discussion does not conclude any fixed solutions or 

complete test design, they do present less effective design options and underline problematics 
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with meta cognitive reflection. The research question how can we examine self-reported 

comprehension and textual preferences in adolescents with ID? is answered to some degree. 

As presented in this paper, some meaningful scientific knowledge has been found, but more 

exploration is required. At this point it is not possible to conclude if a test carried out on a 

broad population would produce statistic significant results. Personal preference and 

knowledge differences between individuals with ID could be so immense that creating a 

general test simply is impossible.  

Hopefully, this paper will be applicable for future test development and research in this area. 

Suggestions for future work is to proceed on this work to develop a test that can be carried 

out on a small population that will provide generalizable quantitative data that can be fed 

back into an automatized text simplification program. Also expanding exploration of reading 

comprehension tests to other atypical readers, such as individuals with dyslexia. 
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